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EP 0102398∗∗, Or Early

Thoughts On Neutrino

Technology

** And also US, Japanese... patents



Because of (neutron number)2

σ =
G2

4π
N2E2

Neutral-Current Coherent Scattering
Gives Large Cross Sections on Nu-
clei for MeV Neutrinos



For example at a reactor

Seem to only need kilograms!



But Must detect very small recoil of nucleus

10’s eV to keV’s

Hence

Cryo-Detectors



Many technological and practical difficulties

Nevertheless prospect of small, light, possibly

mobile, neutrino detector suggested consideration of

practical applications











Claim 34–Geological studies, with tomography and

mobiblity, potentially very interesting.

Look for oil-bearing formations, U deposits (could

have seen one later discovered in Canada),...



DIFFICULTIES

I Neutral Current Detector sees all neutrino types

II Backgrounds

A) Experimental (not in an underground lab)

B) Intrinsic (solar, whole earth neutrinos)



Experimental backgrounds: Dark Matter searches

have made much progress with two-channel readout.

Distinguish nuclear recoils (want to see) from e/γ

backgrounds (want to eliminate).

CRESST uses light signal in addition to heat signal:

Clear separation into nuclear recoil and e/γ bands.

Can such techniques be extended to lower energies?

Or consider detectors not responding to e/γ back-

ground, like COUPP.



In geological application:

Instrinsic background: solar neutrinos

Seems to be a “window” 2-5 MeV.



Note for geology we are interested in local positional

variations of neutrino flux, while solar, whole earth,

reactor, backgrounds vary little.

Can adequate statistics be collected to see these

variations?

100’s /kg-day on first pages are now 10−5/kg-day.

Formidable task– but not impossible?



TASKS

• Further develop techniques for seeing small nu-

clear recoils (superconducting grains still the most

beautiful?)

• While simultaneously suppressing electron-photon

backgrounds without heavy shielding

• Light, compact, accessory equipment (cryostats,

gas handling....)

• Understand neutrino signal of various geological

formations



APPENDIX–Grain properties
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